Abstract
A new model was developed to describe water leakoff from Cr(III)-acetate-HPAM gels during extrusion through fractures. This model is fundamentally different than the conventional filter cake model that was used during hydraulic fracturing. Even so, the model accurately predicted leakoff during extrusion of a guar-borate gel. Thus, the new model may be of interest in hydraulic fracturing.

For a Cr(III)-acetate-HPAM gel, pressure gradients and gel dehydration during extrusion were similar at 20°C, 40°C, 60°C, and 80°C. Similar gel dehydration behavior was observed over a three-fold range of concentration for Cr(III)-acetate-HPAM gels. During extrusion, measurements of pressure gradient versus HPAM concentration paralleled those of elastic modulus versus HPAM concentration.

In 0.04-in.-wide fractures, gel mobilization during brine injection (i.e., gel washout) occurred at pressure gradients similar to those during gel injection. In wider fractures (0.08- and 0.16-in.), Cr(III)-acetate-HPAM gels experienced mobilization at lower than expected pressure gradients. We explored how incorporation of particulate matter into gel affects washout from fractures. Shredded propylene glycol and fiberglass insulation dispersed well in Cr(III)-acetate-HPAM gels and gels. In contrast, mica, nut plug, diatomaceous earth, and cellobiose experienced severe gravity segregation. Incorporation of 0.1%-0.2% fiberglass insulation into Cr(III)-acetate-HPAM gels reduced gel washout during subsequent brine injection. However, improved formulations are needed to prevent washout for fractures that are wider than 0.08 in.

Introduction
This work was motivated by an attempt to understand gel propagation through fractures during water shutoff treatments.

Earlier work revealed that gels lost water during extrusion through fractures and that water leakoff from the gel controlled the rate of gel propagation. Leakoff was also known to control the rate of fracture growth during hydraulic fracturing, and during produced water re-injection.

In the conventional view of hydraulic fracturing, the rate of leakoff was determined by one (or a combination) of three mechanisms: (1) propagation of the fracturing fluid front into the rock matrix (i.e., away from the fracture face), (2) reservoir fluid viscosity/compressibility effects, and (3) the formation of a filter cake associated with particulate matter that was suspended in the fracturing fluid. The leakoff mechanism may involve formation of a filter cake on the fracture surface (i.e., an external filter cake) and/or penetration of the particulates some distance into the porous rock (i.e., an internal filter cake). This paper focuses on leakoff that is dominated by the formation of an external filter cake in a fracture. We will first review the conventional filter cake model. Second, experimental evidence will be presented that questions a key assumption of the conventional model. Next, an alternative model will be presented. Then, important differences in predictions from the models will be discussed, especially with respect to shear rates and stress levels in the fracture during fluid flow. This paper also examines gel behavior in fractures as a function of temperature, gel composition, and brine injection after gel placement.

Conventional Filter Cake Model
The widely accepted model of filter cake formation was introduced by Carter. Assume that a particulate-laden fluid contacts a rock interface (i.e., a fracture face) and a pressure difference, $\Delta p$, exists between the fracture and the porous rock. As solvent (with viscosity, $\mu$) flows into the rock at a velocity, $u_t$, the particulates form a filter cake of permeability, $k$, and thickness, $L$. At any given time, the filtrate velocity (i.e., the leakoff rate) is given by the Darcy equation:

$$u_t = k \Delta p / (\mu L)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The thickness of an incompressible filter cake grows at a rate that is proportional to the throughput of filtrate:

$$L = \int u_t \, dt / \alpha$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)
where $\alpha$ indicates the factor by which the particulates are concentrated during the transition from the suspension to the filter cake. Combining Eqs. 1 and 2 yields Eq. 3.

$$u_l = \alpha k \Delta p / (\mu \bar{u}_l dt)$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

Eq. 4 presents a solution to Eq. 3.

$$u_l = [\alpha k \Delta p / (2 \mu)]^{0.5} (t - t_{exp})^{0.5}$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $t_{exp}$ is the time of first exposure to filter cake for the element of fracture face of interest. The key result in Eq. 4 is that the leakoff rate is proportional to $t^{0.5}$. This proportionality was often verified experimentally—especially during static filtration experiments. An important assumption in the development of Eq. 4 was that the thickness of the filter cake was uniform at any given time. The next two sections will present evidence that questions this assumption.

**Gel Behavior in Fractures**

Before gelation, fluid gelant solutions can readily leakoff from fractures into porous rock. However, after gelation, the crosslinked materials will not penetrate significantly into the porous rock. Thus, formed gels must extrude through fractures during the placement process. Cr(III)-acetate-HPAM gels (as well as other gels) concentrate or lose water during extrusion through fractures, reducing the rate of gel propagation. When large volumes of gel were extruded through a fracture, the effluent had the same appearance and a similar composition as those for the injected gel, even though a concentrated, immobile gel formed in the fracture. During gel extrusion, water leaked off from the gel, and the gel concentrated to become immobile in the vicinity where dehydration occurred. Crosslinked polymer did not penetrate significantly into the porous rock. The driving force for gel dehydration (and water leakoff) was the pressure difference between the fracture and the adjacent porous rock. Fresh gel (i.e., mobile gel, with the original composition) wormholed through the concentrated gel in order to advance the gel front. With time at a given position along the fracture, the average gel concentration increased and the fracture area contacted by wormholes (i.e., mobile gel) decreased. Even so, water leakoff from the concentrated, immobile gel was generally small compared to leakoff from the mobile gel. During gel extrusion through a fracture of a given width, the pressure gradients along the fracture and the dehydration factors were the same for fractures in 650-mD sandstone as in 50-mD sandstone and 1.5-mD limestone.

For a Cr(III)-acetate-HPAM gel, dehydration was quantified for a significant range of conditions. For fracture widths from 0.02 to 0.16 in., fracture lengths from 0.5 to 32 ft, fracture heights from 1.5 to 12 in., and injection fluxes from 129 to 66,200 ft/d, the average rate of gel dehydration and leakoff ($u_l$ in ft/d or ft$^3$/ft$^2$/d) was described reasonably well using Eq. 5.

$$u_l = 0.05 t^{0.55}$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $t$ is time in days. Fig. 1 summarizes the results.

On first consideration, Eq. 5 and the dashed line in Fig. 1 appeared to support the conventional view of filter cake formation in hydraulic fractures (i.e., because leakoff varied with $t^{0.5}$ as suggested by Eq. 4). However, the conventional model assumed that a uniform filter cake formed. In contrast, our experiments revealed that fresh gel wormholed through concentrated gel—resulting in a distinctly non-uniform distribution of the filter cake on the fracture faces. Fig. 2 shows the wormhole pattern that developed during one experiment. Early in the process of gel injection, the wormhole pattern was very branched, with a significant fraction of the fracture area contacted by the wormholes (as in Fig. 2). As additional gel volumes were injected, the wormholes became less branched, and a diminished fraction of the fracture area was contacted by the wormholes. This behavior was not surprising since the dehydrated gel became increasingly concentrated and less mobile and the mobility ratio (mobility of fresh gel divided by mobility of concentrated gel) increased with gel throughput.

**New Mechanistic Model for Leakoff**

The above observations inspired a new mechanistic model of gel propagation and dehydration in fractures. Consistent with our experimental results, this model assumed the following:

1. Water can leave the gel and leakoff through the fracture faces, but crosslinked polymer cannot.
2. The mobile gel has the same composition as the injected gel.
3. When an element of mobile gel dehydrates, that gel becomes immobile. For a given vicinity and time, $t$, in a fracture of width, $w_f$, the average gel concentration ($C/C_{o}$) which gives the gel concentration, $C$, relative to the concentration for the injected gel, $C_o$, is

$$C/C_{o} = 1 + \int u_l dt / w_f$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $u_l$ is the average leakoff rate for that vicinity.

4. At a given point along the fracture, the fracture surface is covered by either mobile gel (with fractional area, $A_m$) or immobile gel (with fractional area, $A_i$) so that

$$A_m + A_i = 1$$ \hspace{1cm} (7)

The fraction of surface that contacts mobile gel decreases with time as more immobile gel forms. Based on area and mass balances, the fractional area covered by concentrated gel at a given time and vicinity is approximated by

$$A_c = [C/C_{o} - 1] / [C/C_{o}]$$ \hspace{1cm} (8)

Presumably, as mobile gel in a wormhole dehydrates, a thin layer of concentrated gel forms at the fracture surface. However, this thin layer is continually pushed aside by the
leakoff water or mobile gel, and the concentrated gel is added to the accumulation of immobile gel at the sides of the wormhole.

5. Water leakoff from immobile (dehydrated) gel ($u_n$) is negligible compared to that from the mobile gel ($u_m$). (The immobile gel continues to concentrate and lose water with time. However, this leakoff rate is small compared to that from the much more permeable mobile gel. The validity of this assumption was demonstrated in Ref. 4.)

$$u_m >> u_n$$

6. The mobile gel has a finite permeability to water ($k_{gel}$) that provides a fixed local leakoff flux ($u_m$) for the fracture surface that is in direct contact with mobile gel (i.e., the wormhole area that is in contact with the fracture faces).

$$u_t = A_m u_m$$

Combining Eqs. 6 to 10 yields Eq. 11, which is the basis of the new model. The model predicts the leakoff rate (i.e., the rate of gel dehydration) at a given time and distance along the gel-contacted portion of a fracture.

$$u_t = u_m / [1 + \int u_t dt / \omega_f]$$

The denominator of Eq. 11 reflects the rate of loss of fracture surface that is contacted by mobile gel (i.e., the wormhole-contact area). For our 24-hr-old Cr(III)-acetate-HPAM gel, $u_m$ has a value around 4 ft/d, which translates to a $k_{gel}$ value around 1 mD. The latter value was confirmed from independent experiments. The fraction of the fracture area that was contacted by concentrated gel versus time is plotted in Fig. 3. This plot indicates that after 0.0007 days (1 minute) of gel contact, at least 50% of the fracture face is covered by concentrated gel rather than fresh gel. Within 0.02 days (30 minutes) of gel contact, more than 90% of the fracture face is covered by concentrated gel.

Leakoff predictions from Eq. 11 are plotted in Fig. 1 (solid line), and these predictions match the experimental data quite well. In view of the similarity of Eqs. 3 and 11, the similarity of leakoff predictions is not surprising. However, the two models predict significantly different flow and leakoff patterns and shear rates and stress levels within a fracture. These differences have important consequences for erosion of the filter cake, propagation of gels and particulates along fractures, transmission of pressures along fractures, fracture extension, and gel washout after placement.

**Model Differences**

In the conventional model, the thickness of the filter cake is areally uniform (at least locally; the entire fracture area continually experiences leakoff; and the leakoff rate decreases because of a steady growth in thickness of the filter cake. In the new model, the filter cake is areally heterogeneous; leakoff is significant only on the fracture area that is contacted by wormholes; and the global leakoff rate decreases because of a continual loss of fracture area that is contacted by wormholes.

In the conventional model, a single opening to flow exists that has a width ($w_t$) that is equal to the fracture width minus twice the thickness of the filter cake at that point. The height of this opening is basically as high as the fracture. Thus, the flow opening is extremely high and narrow. In contrast, in the new model, for a given distance along the fracture, multiple flow channels exist (corresponding to the wormholes), the width of each channel ($w_t$) could be only slightly less than the original fracture width, and the “height” of each channel is small compared to the total fracture height (but generally large compared to the fracture width).

Using the methods described in Ref. 16, one can readily show that for a Newtonian fluid, the shear rate at the wall, $\gamma'_w$, in a slit of width, $w$, is given by Eq. 12

$$\gamma'_w = (w dp/dl) / (2 \mu_o)$$

and the average fluid velocity, $u_{ave}$, is given by Eq. 13

$$u_{ave} = (w^2 dp/dl) / (12 \mu_o)$$

where $dp/dl$ is pressure gradient along the fracture and $\mu_o$ is fluid viscosity.

For power-law fluids, shear stress, $\tau_{w2}$, is given by Eq. 14,

$$\tau_{w2} = K (\gamma'_w)^{n+1}$$

the shear rate at the wall is given by Eq. 15

$$\gamma'_w = [(w dp/dl) / (2 K)]^{(n+1)/(n+2)}$$

and the average fluid velocity is given by Eq. 16

$$u_{ave} = \{dp/dl / K \}^{(n+1)/(2n+1)} (w/2)^{(2n+1)/(2n+3)}$$

$K$ is the consistency index, and $n$ is the power-law exponent.

For both the Newtonian and power-law fluids, the shear stress at the wall, $\tau_w$, is

$$\tau_w = w dp/dl / 2$$

Eqs. 12-17 can be used to compare predictions from the conventional model and the new model.

To make this comparison, consider the case where the two models are given the same total leakoff volume, and consequently, the same total volume of filter cake. Because the total fracture height is fixed, the total cross-section that remains open to flow must be the same for the two models. Based on Eqs. 14-17, Table 1 compares predictions (for a power-law fluid) for shear rate at the wall, average fluid velocity, shear stress at the wall, and pressure gradient from the two models. The listings compare predictions from the new model relative to those from the conventional model. Remember that $w_t / \omega_f$ will always be greater than one—and
usually much greater than one. Also, \( n \) is zero for a Newtonian fluid and could be \(-0.9\) for a strongly shear-thinning fluid.

For a fixed pressure gradient, the new model predicts higher shear rates and shear stresses at the wall and much higher average fluid velocities than the conventional model. Therefore, greater erosion of the filter cake is predicted in the new model than in the conventional model.

In contrast, if the injection rate is held constant, the new model predicts much lower pressure gradients along the fracture than that predicted by the conventional model. Of course, the pressure gradient along the fracture impacts gel propagation and gel washout in water-shutdown treatments and fracture extension in hydraulic fracturing and produced water re-injection (i.e., by affecting the pressure at the fracture tip).

**Pressure Gradients During Gel Propagation**

For Cr(III)-acetate-HPAM gels, a minimum pressure gradient was required to extrude the gel through a fracture with a given width.\(^1\) Once this minimum pressure gradient was exceeded, the pressure gradient during gel extrusion was insensitive to the flow rate. For example, in a 0.04-in.-wide fracture, a 1-day-old gel with 0.5% HPAM and 0.0417% Cr(III)-acetate exhibited a pressure gradient that averaged 28 psi/ft for injection fluxes between 413 ft/d and 33,100 ft/d.\(^3\) Mechanical degradation of the gel was fairly small. For gel produced from the fracture at the highest rate, the elastic modulus was about 20% less than that for the original gel. In all cases, the physical appearance of the gel remained unchanged by passage through the fracture.

For fractures with widths between 0.006 and 0.4 in., the pressure gradient required for gel extrusion varied roughly inversely with the square of fracture width (see Fig. 4).\(^1,2\) This behavior was directly tied to the insensitivity of pressure gradient to changes in flow rate. Ref. 4 demonstrated mathematically that if pressure gradient is independent of flow rate (for a fracture with a given width), the pressure gradient should vary inversely with the square of fracture width.

**Effect of Temperature**

Most of our experiments to date were performed at 41°C. Of course, many reservoirs and field applications exist at other (mostly higher) temperatures. Therefore, a need exists to determine gel extrusion and dehydration properties at other temperatures. Using temperatures ranging from 20°C to 80°C, extrusion experiments were performed using 650-mD Berea sandstone cores that had lengths of either 6 or 48 in. In each case, the fracture width was 0.04 in. and the fracture height was 1.5 in. Pressure taps along each four-foot-long fracture divided the core into five sections of equal length. A single set of pressure taps were used for the 6-in.-long fractures. Effluent from the fracture and matrix were collected separately. We used our standard Cr(III)-acetate-HPAM gel (0.5% Alcoflood 935 HPAM, 0.0417% Cr(III) acetate) that was aged for 24 hours at 40°C before injection. The fractured core was equilibrated at the test temperature well before gel injection started. During injection of 226 in.\(^3\) (3.7 liters) of gel, the rate was fixed at 122 in.\(^3\)/hr (2,000 cm\(^3\)/hr)—translating to a flux in the fracture of 4,130 ft/d. Leakoff results from six sets of experiments are shown in Fig. 5. This figure shows that the leakoff behavior was not sensitive to temperature between 20°C and 80°C. The pressure gradients during gel extrusion were insensitive to temperature for these experiments.\(^5\) The elastic modulus (\(G'\)) of this gel was also independent of temperature.\(^17\) In contrast, the viscosity of water decreased by a factor of \(-3\) as temperature increased from 20°C to 80°C.

For times shorter than 0.01 days (15 minutes), the leakoff data were very consistent with the predictions from our new leakoff model (solid curve in Fig. 5). For times longer than 0.01 days, the leakoff results exceeded the predictions associated with the new model, especially for the shorter cores. We suspect that this deviation was an artifact associated with the use of short fractures. In particular, some of the concentrated gel may be dislodged and produced from short fractures—thus, permitting greater wormhole-fracture surface areas and higher leakoff rates for longer time periods. In longer fractures, the effect was less noticeable, although some deviation was noted at 40°C and 60°C (see Fig. 5).

**Effect of Gel Composition**

Experiments were performed to investigate how gel extrusion and dehydration vary with gel composition. Most of our previous work used our “1X” gel that contained 0.5% HPAM, 0.0417% Cr(III) acetate, 1% NaCl, and 0.1% CaCl\(_2\). Recently, we tested a series of five compositions, including 1X, 1.5X, 2X, 2.5X, and 3X Cr(III)-acetate-HPAM gels. The multiplier refers to the HPAM and chromium concentrations relative to those in our standard 1X gel. In all cases, the HPAM/Cr(III)-acetate ratio was fixed at 12/1, and the gels were aged for one day at 40°C before injection at 4,130 ft/d (2,000 cm\(^3\)/hr) into 6-in.-long, 1.5-in.-diameter Berea sandstone cores that each contained a 0.04-in.-wide fracture. Because high-pressure gradients were anticipated during extrusion of the concentrated gels, we used 6-in.-long cores that were cast in a metal alloy. Our 48-in.-long cores (that were cast in epoxy) would not withstand the required pressures.

Leakoff results from these five experiments are plotted in Fig. 6. Interestingly, the gels showed similar leakoff behavior. Predictions from the new model matched the leakoff results quite well for times less than 0.01 days. However, for longer times, the leakoff results exceeded the predictions. As mentioned earlier, this deviation may be an artifact associated with the use of short fractures.

Pressure gradients during gel extrusion for the five experiments are plotted using solid circles in Fig. 7. This figure also plots the quantity, \(2G'w_f\), using open circles. The elastic modulus, \(G'\), was measured over a range of gel compositions using a Paar-Physica Model UDS 200 Dynamic Spectrometer.\(^17\) Based on a force balance, the quantity, \(2G'w_f\), should predict the pressure gradient required to extrude a gel through a fracture of a given width.\(^17\) Fig. 7 reveals that this force-balance approach typically under-predicts the pressure gradient by a factor of 87. Thus, more work is needed to relate rheological measurements to our extrusion results. However,
the $G'$ measurements paralleled the extrusion pressure gradients when plotted versus gel composition. In Fig. 7, $2G'$ increased with $e^{2.27\%\text{HPAM}}$ (where $\%\text{HPAM}$ indicates the HPAM concentration in the gel). Also, for the lower four gel compositions (1X to 2.5X), the pressure gradient for gel extrusion also varied with $e^{2.27\%\text{HPAM}}$.

We examined whether the new leakoff model would work as well for a guar-borate gel that was commonly used during hydraulic fracturing. The gel contained 0.36% guar, 0.018% NaBO$_2$, 0.24% tallow soap, and 0.1% surfactant. This gel was aged for 1 day at 40°C and injected at 4,130 ft/d through a 6-in.-long, 0.04-in.-wide fracture. The experimental leakoff rates (Fig. 2) were matched very well using our new model, even though the new model was developed to match the behavior of Cr(III)-acetate-HPAM gels. As with the Cr(III)-acetate-HPAM gel, the pressure gradient during extrusion of the guar-borate gel (through a second 6x1.5x0.04-in. fracture) was insensitive to rate (i.e., pressure gradient rose by a factor of 2.3 as injection flux increased from 206 and 33,000 ft/d). Another similarity was noted when the experiment illustrated in Fig. 2 was repeated using the guar-borate gel. As with the Cr(III)-acetate-HPAM gel, a wormhole pattern was observed.

**Bingham Model of Pressure Behavior**

The model presented earlier was quite successful in explaining the leakoff behavior during gel extrusion through fractures. However, this model did not address the pressure behavior during extrusion. We considered whether a Bingham model might be appropriate when describing the pressure gradients. In the Bingham rheological model, the fluid does not move until a minimum shear stress or “yield” stress is exceeded. Above this minimum shear stress, the model assumes that flow is basically Newtonian. In the Bingham model, the fluid velocity profile is flat (the velocity gradient is zero) between the center of the fracture and some distance, $x_0$, from the fracture center. In other words, the gel flows like a solid plug in this region. Between $x_0$ and the fracture wall, the Bingham model assumes Newtonian flow. In effect, the Bingham model assumes that a Newtonian fluid flowing near the fracture wall lubricates the flow of the plug through the fracture. In our experiments, since the gel dehydrates as it extrudes through fractures, the water leaving the gel during the dehydration process could be the key component of the lubricating layer.

Since the Bingham model assumed Newtonian flow in the lubricating layer, the pressure gradient (above the yield point) should have increased in direct proportion to flow rate if the lubricating layer had a fixed thickness. However, since the pressure gradient was insensitive to flow rate, the lubricating layer apparently increased with increased flow rate. Based on the observed pressure-gradient/flow-rate behavior and the Bingham model, an analysis was performed to estimate the thickness of the lubricating layer relative to the fracture width. The analysis suggested, first, that the thickness of the lubricating layer increased (almost linearly) with increased superficial velocity.$^{18}$

Why should the lubricating layer increase in thickness with increasing velocity? One could argue that the lubrication layer resulted from destruction of the crosslinked-polymer matrix that held water in the gel. Movement of the gel mass in the fracture may require rupture of the outer-most layer of the mobile gel mass. This rupture released the water that served to lubricate movement of the gel mass. The amount of gel disrupted and the volume of water released from the gel may be directly proportional to the distance of gel movement. As velocity of the central gel mass increased, a greater volume of water was released (for a given time period), thereby creating a thicker lubricating layer.

Two flaws exist with the above mechanism. First, the pressure gradients predicted by this model should depend on the viscosity of the “lubricating” fluid (i.e., water in this case). Since the viscosity of water decreased by a factor of about three as temperature rose from 20°C to 80°C and since the elastic modulus of the gel was insensitive to temperature,$^{17}$ the proposed mechanism predicts that the pressure gradient for gel extrusion should have decreased by roughly a factor of three between 20°C and 80°C. In reality, the pressure gradient was insensitive to temperature over this range.$^5$

The second flaw concerns the leakoff behavior. The above mechanism predicts that the lubrication layer should have increased with increased flow rate. With a thicker lubrication layer (i.e., more water), the leakoff rate should have increased with increased extrusion rate. Instead, we observed that the leakoff rate was basically independent of flow rate—it primarily depended on time (see Fig. 1). In view of these deficiencies, we seek an alternative to the Bingham model.

**Gel-Slipping-Within-Gel Model**

As mentioned in the “Effect of Gel Composition” section, a simple force balance predicted that the pressure gradient for gel extrusion should be given by Eq. 18.

$$dp/dl = 2G'w_f$$

Two observations appear inconsistent with this equation. First, the pressure gradient for gel extrusion varied inversely with the square of fracture width (see Fig. 4) rather than inversely with fracture width. Second, Eq. 18 under-predicted the pressure gradient by a factor of 87 (see Fig. 7).

To resolve these discrepancies, a second model was considered, which we call the “Gel-Slipping-Within-Gel” model. In this model, Eq. 18 was assumed correct if the fracture width is replaced with an effective channel width that was open to gel flow (or extrusion), $w_e$. Consequently, this width was determined using Eq. 19 and the experimentally measured pressure gradient, $dp/dl$.

$$w_e = 2G' (dp/dl)$$
The data from Fig. 4 were used as input for Eq. 19 to generate Fig. 9. The solid circles and line in this figure indicate that the effective width of the gel flow channel increased with the 1.6 power of fracture width. The open triangles show \( \frac{w_f - w_{wf}}{w_f} \), the fraction of the fracture width that was occupied by non-flowing gel. This data set indicates that in fractures with widths less than 0.2 in., the flow channels (i.e., the wormholes for the flowing gel) were narrow relative to the total width. In other words, most of the fracture width was occupied by non-flowing gel. On first consideration, this prediction appears in contradiction to physical observations of the wormholes—i.e., the wormholes had about the same widths as the fractures. However, it is possible that much of a given wormhole was occupied by non-flowing gel that had the same composition as the flowing gel. This gel, along with the flowing gel, was still much more permeable than the concentrated gel, and acted as the dominate source of water for leakoff. Of course, more work is needed to understand the pressure behavior during gel extrusion through fractures.

**Gel Washout During Brine Injection**

**Cr(III)-Acetate-HPAM Gel.** In many field applications, gel treatments were less effective than expected in reducing water production from fractured wells. Concern exists about the ability of gels to resist washout after placement. During brine flow after gel placement in a fracture, what pressure gradient is needed to re-mobilize the gel? To address this question, several experiments were performed where brine was injected at various rates after gel placement. In all cases, the core material was 650-mD Berea sandstone, with a fracture placed lengthwise down the middle of each core. In each fractured core, 226 in.\(^3\) (3.7 liters) of one-day-old Cr(III)-acetate-HPAM gel were injected using a rate of 122 in.\(^3\)/hr (2,000 cm\(^3\)/hr). After gel placement, the core was shut in for one day. (These experiments were performed at 41°C.) Next, brine was injected at a low rate (e.g., 6.1 in.\(^3\)/hr or 100 cm\(^3\)/hr) to establish a steady state quickly and then the pressure gradient was recorded. Then the brine injection rate was doubled, and the measurements were repeated. This process was repeated in stages up to a final brine injection rate of 976 in.\(^3\)/hr (16,000 cm\(^3\)/hr). Then the brine injection rate was decreased in stages.

Representative results were obtained using our standard 1X gel in a fracture with a width of 0.04 in. To a first approximation, the pressure gradient for gel failure was the pressure gradient for gel extrusion through the fracture. The solid circles in Fig. 10 show that during gel injection at 4,130 ft/d (2,000 cm\(^3\)/hr), the pressure gradient rapidly rose to 17 psi/ft during the first 0.7 fracture volumes of gel injected. Thereafter, the pressure gradient was fairly stable during the course of injecting another 80 fracture volumes of gel. When brine was subsequently injected (at 206 ft/d or 100 cm\(^3\)/hr), the pressure gradient rapidly increased to 16 psi/ft within 0.6 fracture volumes. Thereafter, the pressure gradient dropped sharply, ending at 1.8 psi/ft after injecting 3 fracture volumes of brine.

Presumably, the gel in the wormholes provided the point of failure during brine injection. This presumption was qualitatively consistent with the pressure gradients noted near the end of brine injection. Standard calculations for laminar flow of brine in tubes or slits\(^{16}\) (coupled with the brine pressure gradients and flow rates) suggested that only about 10% of the gel washed out during brine injection. In contrast, if the entire gel mass had washed out, the brine pressure gradients should have been lower by a factor of 7,000. Also, at the end of the experiment (i.e., after the rate studies described below), the fracture was opened—revealing that most of the fracture was filled with concentrated gel.

The pressure gradients during brine injection at other rates are shown in Fig. 11. The open circles show the maximum pressure gradients (at a given rate), when the rates were increased in stages. Note that the maximum pressure gradient decreased for the first three rates in the sequence, and then the pressure gradients consistently rose for the higher rates. Presumably, brine displaced gel in the wormholes during brine injection at the lowest rate (Fig. 10). For the next two rate increases, significant additional erosion of the gel occurred. For subsequent rate increases, gel erosion was less significant, although some probably occurred. During brine injection at 4,130 ft/d (2,000 cm\(^3\)/hr), the maximum pressure gradient was 26% less than the average pressure gradient during gel injection at the same rate (solid square in Fig. 11).

The solid circles in Fig. 11 show the maximum pressure gradients when the rates were decreased in stages. At the final rate of 413 ft/d, the maximum pressure gradient was 1.7 psi/ft—much lower than the 9.0 psi/ft value noted at the same rate for the increasing rate part of the sequence.

The open diamonds in Fig. 11 show the average pressure gradients when the rates were increased in stages. The solid diamonds show the average pressure gradients when the rates were decreased in stages. As expected, for both curves, the pressure gradients increased monotonically with increased rate. Exposure to the increasing/decreasing rate cycle caused the average pressure gradient at 413 ft/d (200 cm\(^3\)/hr) to decrease by 50% (from 2.4 to 1.2 psi/ft).

Of course, the objective of this kind of gel treatment is to dramatically reduce the flow capacity of the fracture so that fluid will flow instead through the porous rock. During brine injection after gel placement, Fig. 12 plots the percent of the brine flow through the fracture versus through the matrix. At the first (and lowest) rate (206 ft/d or 100 cm\(^3\)/hr), 100% of the flow occurred in the matrix, so the fracture was effectively plugged. Unfortunately, at higher rates (i.e., after the gel plug experienced some washout), most flow occurred through the fracture. The gel substantially reduced the flow capacity of the fracture throughout the various brine injection stages—by a factor greater than 500 even at the highest flow rate. However, this fact may seem of minor consolation since the fracture still dominated the flow capacity of the system.

Figs. 10-12 indicate that the greatest damage to the gel occurred during the first exposure to a pressure gradient similar to that during gel injection. Certainly, exposure to larger pressure gradients caused additional damage to the gel. However, the incremental damage was less severe than that after the first large pressure pulse (Fig. 10). This behavior is...
consistent with gel of the original composition being washed out from wormholes. Presumably, larger pressure gradients were required to erode the more concentrated gel.

Guar-Borate Gel. A similar washout experiment was performed after placing the guar-borate gel in the core that was described earlier (Fig. 13). During gel injection, the pressure gradient rose to a value of 51 psi/ft (at 12 fracture volumes), followed by a gradual decline to 30 psi/ft after 100 fracture volumes of gel. During brine injection, the peak pressure gradient of 1.2 psi/ft was reached at 0.8 fracture volumes, and a dramatic decrease in pressure gradient occurred at 16 fracture volumes of brine. Thus, the guar-borate gel washed out of the fracture much easier than the 1X Cr(III)-acetate-HPAM gel. This behavior may be desirable for hydraulic fracturing since “fracture clean-up” is important in these applications. In contrast, the greater resistance to washout exhibited by the Cr(III)-acetate-HPAM gel is more desirable for water shutoff applications. Nonetheless, increased resistance to washout is needed for these gels.

Washout with Wider Fractures and More Concentrated Gels

Experiments were performed to examine how gel washout was affected by fracture width and gel concentration. Results from many of these experiments are shown in Fig. 14. The y-axis plots the final core permeability relative to the permeability of an unfractured core. A y-value of unity or less means that the fracture was basically “healed.” As the y-value increased above unity, the fracture became more open or conductive—indicating a greater degree of gel washout. The x-axis plots the steady-state pressure gradient during brine injection relative to that during gel injection. As expected, the pressure gradient during gel injection increased with decreased fracture width and with increased polymer concentration.

Three experiments were performed using our standard 1X gel (open symbols in Fig. 14). Two experiments were performed using a 2X gel (solid symbols in Fig. 14) that contained twice the HPAM and Cr(III) acetate concentrations of the 1X gel. For both the 1X and 2X gels in 0.04-in.-wide fractures, the y-value (core permeability ratio) began less than unity and increased moderately for pressure gradient ratios between 0.5 and 1.5. This result indicates that in a 0.04-in.-wide fracture, gel mobilization during brine injection occurred at pressure gradients similar for those during gel injection. In wider fractures (0.08- and 0.16-in.), the 1X gel experienced mobilization (steep slopes in Fig. 14) at pressure gradient ratios between 0.1 and 0.3. For the 2X gel in a 0.08-in.-wide fracture, intermediate mobilization behavior was noted.

Use of Particulates

Of course, we seek methods to maximize the pressure gradient at which gel washout occurs. Thus, we are exploring how incorporation of particulate matter into the gel affects mobilization. Preliminary studies were performed in beakers to examine properties of gels that incorporated one of six particulates, including fine mica (supplied by MI), fine nut plug (MI), diatomaceous earth (Drilling Specialties Diaseal M), celloflakes, shredded polypropylene, and fiberglass insulation. For each particulate, suspensions were prepared in our 1X gelant, and we noted the qualitative strength and appearance of the final gel. The mica, nut plug, and diatomaceous earth were significantly denser than the gelant. High stir rates were required to suspend the particulates (1%, 3%, and 5% concentrations) in the gelant. Once the agitation rate decreased, the particulates immediately separated from the gelant. Also, although the mica and nut plug did not inhibit gelation, we were unable to form a gel with uniformly suspended particles. The diatomaceous earth changed the pH to high values (i.e., 12), so the gel never formed. The celloflakes (1% concentration) did not interfere with gelation. However, except at very high agitation rates, they were too light (low density) and did not suspend effectively in the gelant or gel. In contrast, the fiberglass insulation (0.1% to 0.2% concentrations) and the shredded polypropylene (2% concentration) formed uniform suspensions even at very low stir rates, and they did not appear to interfere with gelation. Even after agitation ceased, these particulates remained suspended quite well.

Gel extrusion and washout experiments were performed using our 1X gel that was prepared with and without 0.1%-0.2% suspended fiberglass insulation. These experiments used the same procedures described above (i.e., those associated with Fig. 14). The open symbols in Fig. 15 plot washout results for gel with no fiberglass (which are the same data shown in Fig. 14), while the solid symbols show results for gel with fiberglass. The fiberglass reduced gel washout; however, washout was still much greater than desired for the 0.16-in.-wide fracture. This behavior was also noted for gel with 1% shredded polypropylene.5 We will continue to explore ways to mitigate gel washout in future work.

Conclusions

1. A new model was developed to describe water leakoff from Cr(III)-acetate-HPAM gels during extrusion through fractures. This model is fundamentally different than the conventional filter cake model that was used during hydraulic fracturing. Even so, the model accurately predicted leakoff during extrusion of a guar-borate gel. The new model may be of interest in hydraulic fracturing.

2. During extrusion of a Cr(III)-acetate-HPAM gel, pressure gradients and gel dehydration were similar from 20-80°C.

3. Similar gel dehydration behavior was observed over a three-fold range of concentration for Cr(III)-acetate-HPAM gels. During extrusion, measurements of pressure gradient versus HPAM concentration paralleled those of elastic modulus versus HPAM concentration.

4. In 0.04-in.-wide fractures, gel mobilization during brine injection occurred at pressure gradients similar to those during gel injection. In wider fractures (0.08- and 0.16-in.), Cr(III)-acetate-HPAM gels experienced mobilization at lower than expected pressure gradients.

5. We explored how incorporation of particulate matter into
gel affects washout from fractures. Shredded polypropylene and fiberglass insulation dispersed well in Cr(III)-acetate-HPAM gelants and gels. In contrast, mica, nut plug, diatomaceous earth, and celloflakes experienced severe gravity segregation.

6. Incorporation of 0.1%-0.2% fiberglass insulation into Cr(III)-acetate-HPAM gels reduced gel washout during subsequent brine injection. However, improved formulations are needed to prevent washout for fractures that are wider than 0.08 in.

Nomenclature

- \( A_c \) = fraction of area contacted by concentrated gel
- \( A_m \) = fraction of area contacted by mobile gel
- \( C \) = gel or polymer concentration, g/m³
- \( C_o \) = original concentration of gel, g/m³
- \( G_e' \) = elastic modulus, psi [kPa]
- \( G_{HPAM} \) = concentration of HPAM, %
- \( h_f \) = fracture height, ft [m]
- \( K \) = consistency index in Eq. 14
- \( k \) = permeability, darcys [µm²]
- \( k_o \) = fracture permeability, darcys [µm²]
- \( k_{gel} \) = inherent permeability of gel to water, darcys [µm²]
- \( L \) = distance across a filter cake, ft [m]
- \( L_f \) = fracture length, ft [m]
- \( l \) = length, ft [m]
- \( m \) = exponent in Equation 14
- \( n \) = pressure, psi, [kPa]
- \( dp/dl \) = pressure gradient, psi/ft [kPa/m]
- \( \Delta p \) = pressure difference, psi [kPa]
- \( c' \) = shear rate at the wall, s⁻¹
- \( c'' \) = shear rate at the wall, s⁻¹
- \( \gamma' \) = shear rate, s⁻¹
- \( \gamma'' \) = shear rate, s⁻¹
- \( \rho \) = viscosity, cp [Pa-s]
- \( \mu \) = viscosity of a Newtonian fluid, cp [Pa-s]
- \( \sigma_s \) = shear stress at the wall, psi [kPa]
- \( \sigma_c \) = shear stress, psi [kPa]
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### Table 1—Property Comparisons for a Power-Law Fluid: New Model Prediction Divided by Conventional Model Prediction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\gamma_w$</th>
<th>$u_{ave}$</th>
<th>$\tau_w$</th>
<th>$dp/dl$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant pressure gradient</td>
<td>$(w_c/w_w)^{(n+1)/2}$</td>
<td>$(w_c/w_w)^{(n+2)/(n+1)}$</td>
<td>$w_c/w_w$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant injection rate</td>
<td>$w_c/w_w$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$(w_c/w_w)^{(n+1)}$</td>
<td>$(w_c/w_w)^{(n+2)}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SI Metric Conversion Factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cp $\times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$\text{Pa} \cdot \text{s}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ft $\times 10^{-1}$</td>
<td>$\text{m}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in $\times 2.54$</td>
<td>$\text{cm}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mD $\times 9.869233 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$\mu\text{m}^2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>psi $\times 6.894757 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>kPa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Conversion is exact.*

---

**Fig. 1**—Summary of leakoff data at 41°C.

**Fig. 2**—Wormhole pattern during dyed gel injection following gel of the same composition (not dyed). Fracture dimensions ($L_f \times h_f \times w_f$) = $12 \times 12 \times 0.04$-in. From Ref. 4.

**Fig. 3**—Predictions of fraction of fracture area contacted by concentrated gel.
Fig. 4—Pressure gradients required to extrude gels through fractures.

Fig. 5—Leakoff in fractures at different temperatures.

Fig. 6—Effect of gel composition during extrusion.

Fig. 7—Pressure gradient and elastic modulus versus HPAM concentration.

Fig. 8—Leakoff results for a guar-borate gel.

Fig. 9—Estimated flow channel width based on $w_w = 2G'/w_f$, (dp/dl).
Fig. 10—Pressure gradients during gel versus brine injection.

Fig. 11—Pressure gradients during brine flow at various rates.

Fig. 12—Brine flow through fracture versus matrix.

Fig. 13—Gel placement and washout for a guar-borate gel.

Fig. 14—Gel washout during brine injection after gel placement.

Fig. 15—Effect of 0.1%-0.2% fiberglass on gel washout.